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In the old days, expositions of the theory of dynamical systems (on phase-plane analysis, as 
it was called at the time) suffered from some serious drawbacks. Too much time was spent on 
giving rigorous proofs of geometrically obvious results, and paradoxically, when the time 
came to state the facts after hundreds of pages of grammar, one often found ‘*psychological 
theorems,” theorems which purported to describe “approximate” local or global behavior that 
would “often” happen. Nonetheless, the field managed to survive. It had to, because it helped 
applied mathematicians in a psychiatric way to dispel their complexes. 
With the evolution of mathematical techniques in the hands of the skillful grammarians of 
the sixties, we now have bold textbooks which state actual facts, such as those by Palis and de 
Melo. The study of dynamical systems on general surfaces, undertaken by the differential 
topologists, has had a simplifying effect on even the classical theory in the plane. 
Ergodic theory has also benefited from these studies. In Parry and Turcel’s up-to-date 
report, we find a masterful artisanship that does not relinquish command of the old quasi- 
combinatorial analysis of measure-preserving transformations, but sagely blends it with the 
produce of differentiability and the imperious demand of information processing. The same 
trend is visible in Preston’s account of functional iteration (nowadays advertisingly renamed 
“the theory of the onset of chaos”), where combinatorics takes its latest vengeance on differen- 
tiability. 
Irwin, on the other hand, is lirmly ensconced in a bed of smoothness, though on reading 
between the lines one senses the author’s foreshadowing of the day (yet to come) when dif- 
ferentiability will become simply afacon de parler. Again an urbane, courteous treatment from 
which the reader can actually learn, a rare event nowadays. The report by Gumowski and 
Mira stands in slight contrast, as it embarks on terras incognitas such as variational entropy, 
the onset of chaos, and other fashionable terms that will soon be on everybody’s lips, no 
doubt. The same trendy exposition is perceivable in Garrido’s collection, a testimony of the 
remarkable activity of the newly formed Spanish (from Spain, that is) school of dynamical 
studies. 
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